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ARCHITECTURAL INTERVENTION

Romanesque cathedral belfry
window, St Mary of Solsona
SOLSONA CATHEDRAL IS A COMPLEX
ARCHITECTURAL ENSEMBLE that dates back to
the twelfth century and covers a whole range of
architectural styles whose original appearance
have undergone a number of changes over the
course of time.
The building was erected on the former canonry
of St Mary that was not designated as a cathedral
until the year 1593. Its origins can be traced back
to a primitive Romanesque church consecrated in
1163, some areas of which are still visible, chiefly the
apse, a part of the cloister and the belfry. The works
of art produced for the church at this time came from
several different workshops, including the School of
Lleida and the circle of the artist known as Gilabert de
Toulouse, said to be the author of the sculpture Our
Lady of the Cloister that is venerated in a side chapel.
This is documented by Antoni Llorens Solé in his book
La Mare de Déu del Claustre published in 1966.
The bell tower is at the south end of the
monument that is now surrounded by several later
constructions. Up until the construction of the
present walls in 1303, the tower formed a part of
the fortress that encircled the canonry of St Mary.
When the walls were erected, the church became
a part of the actual defensive structure and, as a
result, the part of the village that was left outside
the enclosure was abandoned. In the sixteenth
century the belfry, that had remained at a lower
level when the Gothic nave was completed, was
raised, given that when the Gothic nave had been
completed it had remained at a lower level. At this
time, in order to stabilise the construction it was
decided that the group of large windows would be
bricked up, and only those in the bell chamber on
the top floor would be left open.
Over the course of its history, the cathedral
suffered plundering and destruction on more than
one occasion. The greatest devastation was
caused by the fire started by Napoleonic troops in
1810. The fire completely destroyed the sculptural
decoration of the cloister chapel and caused a
section of the central nave to collapse. The belfry
also suffered the same misfortune as it acted as a
chimney and the whole structure, particularly the
sculptural decoration, was affected.
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The belfry in the
early twentieth
century, seen from
the chambers over
the cloister. The
windows are still
blocked, with the
exception of those
at the level of the
bells. Source:
Photograph by
Pere Català Roca,
inventory number
1776 [www.calaix.
gencat.cat]

One of the first
photographic
images of the large
window, ca. 1920.
The deterioration
and loss of
material is similar
to those we see
today. The arches
beneath the roof
are decorated with
plasterwork.
Photograph from
the Archive
of the Diocesan
and Regional
Museum of
Solsona - MDCS16
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Optical and
electronic
microscope
images of the
patina on the stone
surface, with no
interaction between
the two layers.
The botryoidal
appearance is
obvious, as is
the presence of
micro-fissures in all
directions.
Source: Màrius
Vendrell and Pilar
Giráldez, Catedral
de Solsona. Estudi
analític de diversos
aspectes, 2015

This detail of the central part of the chequered pattern
shows the fissures and scaling of the stone. Traces
of mortar, probably from a subsequent repair or
architectural addition, and a layer of brownish paint
are also visible. Photo: Aleix Barberà

This belfry window, profusely decorated with an
almost unparalleled composition, has survived
from the earliest period of the Romanesque canonry of St Mary. It consists of two semicircular
windows framed by an arcade. The arches rest
on chequered imposts that in turn are supported
by capitals decorated with floral motifs. Its
distinguishing feature is the central pilaster that
divides the composition in two and separates
both windows; the pilaster supports a double
arcade with chequered voussoirs that rises like
a palm tree. In the spandrel of the arcade we find
ashlar decorated with little crosses.
This belfry window was gradually concealed
behind other constructions, particularly that of
the new chapel of Our Lady of the Cloister (1727)
and the Episcopal Palace (1776). Before the
renovation of the Diocesan and Regional Museum
of Solsona, the window was in a corridor that connected this palace to a gallery in order to enter
the cathedral. Despite the fact that in the early

twentieth century it had already drawn the attention of architect Francesc Folguera, who on a visit
made between 1915 and 1920 made a drawing
of the window, it was practically unknown to the
general public, as we learn from Carles Freixes in
Itineraris arquitectònics de Solsona (1875-1936).
In 1993, the restoration of the cathedral
ensemble began, although the construction of
the new Diocesan Museum, located between
the Episcopal Palace and the upper cloister, had
begun in the eighties. When the bell tower was
restored in 1994, the Romanesque window was
left untouched and it was not until work began
on the roofs, which would last from 1998-2003,
that the space was reformed to dignify the ensemble. Since 2015 the window can be accessed
from the museum and forms a part of the narrative discourse of the Romanesque. Thanks to its
recovery, visitors are able to appreciate
one of the most emblematic elements of the
former canonry of St Mary.

See Francesc Miralpeix Vilamala, ‘Els Morató i l’art del seu temps al bisbat de Solsona’ in 1714, Museu Diocesà i Comarcal de Solsona,
Solsona, 2014, pp. 41–76.
2
This typology is also found in the imposing entrances of the Romanesque chapels of St Dominic and St Mary of Torredenegó (Riner, Solsonès)
that could have been influenced by the workshop in the canonry of St Mary of Solsona.
3
Carles Freixes, Itineraris arquitectònics de Solsona (1875-1936), Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, January 18, 2012.
http://upcommons.upc.edu/pfc/handle/2099.1/13932
1
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Detail of the geminated windows before
the intervention, showing an irregular
blackened layer and other layers
of surface . Photo: Aleix Barberà

Detail of the upper part of the arcade
before the intervention. At the ends of
the beams we see two lines of holes.
The central palm leaf and crosses in the
spandrel is an attractive decorative motif.
Photo: Aleix Barberà
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State of conservation
The study of the state of conservation began
with the extraction of samples and the following
analysis of the stone, carried out by Patrimoni
2.0 Consultors, S. L. We shall now present the
results compiled in the report drawn up by
M. Vendrell and P. Giráldez in 2015, ‘Solsona
Cathedral. Analytical Study of Several Different
Aspects’. According to the authors, the cathedral
ensemble was built in local stone, fine-to
intermediate-grained clay tile made up of detrital
quartz silt, feldspar, metamorphic rock and
grains of limestone filled with sparry calcite
cement (100-micron crystals) and a micritic
calcite matrix (10-micron crystals) and varying
amounts of clays (kaolinite and illite).
The colours of the different varieties of this
stone range from beige to reddish tones, and
even greys when the iron associated with the
clays is Fe (II). It is quite likely that the stone
matches the outcrops around Solsona, where
we find the clays of the northern perimeter
of the Central Catalan Basin. A deep fresh
cut reveals that these stones were originally
grey, and gradually acquired warmer colours
when exposed to the elements as a result of
the oxidation of Fe (II) to oxides and hydroxides
containing Fe (III), that produces the brown or
reddish colour.
The observation of the original surface of some
of the stones shows a brown coating. Examined
under the microscope, this coating looks like
a discontinuous botryoidal-type patina that is
very different in colour to that of the substratum
stone. A polished section reveals that its
morphology consists of a massive, irregular layer
measuring 50-60 microns. As we see, it covers
the stone and produces practically no interaction
between substratum and patina, as confirmed
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), even
though we observe fissures in all directions that
we believe were caused by the fire that produced
profound alterations in both the colour and the
morphology of the patina.
From the point of view of its composition,
the patina is made up of calcium, silicon,
aluminium, magnesium, sodium, potassium,
chlorine, phosphorus and iron attributed to
calcium with some grains of quartz, clays and a
binder, probably a phosphoprotein, although the
changes it has undergone make it impossible to
solve analytically. Starting from the composition
detected, we may assume that we are facing the
deliberate application of a patina consisting of
calcium and clays (that inevitably incorporate a
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Cartografies d’alteracions prèvies
a la intervenció de restauració
del finestral romànic del campanar
de la catedral de Santa Maria de Solsona

DADES TÈCNIQUES
Objecte Finestral
Ubicació Primer nivell de la cara sud
Emplaçament Campanar de la catedral
Tècnica escultòrica Talla de pedra
Matèria Gres local
Tècnica pictòrica Sense policromia
Autor Desconegut
Època s. XII
Estil Romànic
Dimensions 753 x 622 cm
Població Solsona
Comarca Solsonès
Propietat Bisbat de Solsona
Catalogació BCIN
Registre CRBMC 12.382

INTERVENCIÓ
Restauradors/es Aleix Barberà Giné
Silvia Marín Ortega
Supervisió Pere Rovira (CRBMC)
Carles Freixes (Bisbat de Solsona)
Inici 5 d’octubre de 2015
Final 18 de novembre de 2015

DIBUIX
Autor Aleix Barberà Giné
Escala 1:25

LLEGENDA
Mutilació
Clau oxidat
Disgregació
Atac biològic
Morters inadequats
Desplacament
Detritus
Zona enfosquida
Descamacions i exfoliació
Pèrdua de suport
Metxinals
Esquerda
Fissura
Element metàl·lic
Restes de guix i morters
Pintat

*Nota: S’han exclòs algunes alteracions que gràficament serien
molt redudants, com ara la brutícia superficial.

Planimetric drawings of alterations in the section
of the large Romanesque windows of the belfry of
Solsona Cathedral. The scanning feature of the
Augment Mobile App reveals a 3d model of the large
window after its restoration.
Planimetric drawing: Aleix Barberà

little quartz) and perhaps a protein binder. The
iron oxides associated with the clays provide the
original colour that was probably less saturated
than the present colour, given that the fire
oxidised the ferrous hydroxides in the oxide
phase (Fe2O3), which is much redder in colour.
Organoleptic examination
Much of the visible deterioration of the ensemble
was caused by the effects of the weather on
its constitutive materials. The main losses had
been produced on the supports, and there was
also superficial regression of most of
the ashlar courses and decorative elements.
Chips, cavities, exfoliations, disintegrations
RESCAT

and separations in the plaque could be
appreciated in the stone support. In many
cases the deterioration entailed a risk of
detachment and loss of material.
Traces of biological activity, perhaps caused
by bacteria, were found in the central pilaster
at the height where the pavement of a new
room was annexed to the bell tower. Other signs
of changes caused by biological factors, such
as the presence of detritus or insect nests,
could also be traced, although these were less
serious. Finally, the human factor was another
of the aspects that led to the deterioration of
the window.
In the first place, we should bear in mind the
effect that the cathedral fire produced in 1810
during the Spanish War of Independence, which
probably weakened the support. The difference
in thermal gradience between the external part
of the stone, affected by the flames, and the
internal part caused the fracture of the support
and generated separations in the plaque,
micro-fissures, fissures and cracks. This effect
was particularly visible in the central area of
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Detail of several cleaning tubes with solutions
applied with micronised cellulose fibres. The best
cleaning system was chosen once the results had
been assessed. Photo: Aleix Barberà

adhered to the support and affected areas
in a delicate state of conservation. A number
of patches of cement and other mortars had
been used to attempt to conceal repairs and
holes in the head beams and to fill most of
the open joints.
Thanks to the series of alterations suffered
by the Episcopal Palace adjacent to the
cathedral, this section of the bell tower was
protected inside a corridor. Despite having
originated some of the modifications described,
this fact probably contributed to its preservation.

the crosses and chequered pattern, besides the
archivolts of the two geminated windows, one
of which was almost entirely lost. Furthermore,
the artificial patina of the stonework acquired a
much redder tone as a great part of its surface
was covered by a black layer of soot that was
adhered to the support, concealing it.
Last but not least, we could speak of the
multiple modifications suffered by the space that
can still be read today on the face of the window,
particularly the holes of the head beams that
mark two different sections of roofs: one level
that follows the great arcade, and another totally
horizontal level above the arcade. Moreover, the
side walls of the bell tower were probably also
decorated with a chequered pattern, paralleled
in the arrangement of the ashlar pieces. Even so,
these decorative elements were mutilated and
covered by a layer of plaster, as confirmed by the
first photographs that exist of the work.
The splatters of plaster on the surface under
the main arcade, perhaps produced by the
stucco work of the former ceiling, were also
found on the window, where they were well
www.centrederestauracio.gencat.cat

Process of conservation and restoration
Mechanical cleaning
The intervention process began with a dry
mechanical cleaning by vacuum to remove
deposits of incoherent dust and inorganic
particles, and also biological remains (beehives,
feathers, dead insects, etc.). Soft brushes were
used in this first superficial cleaning, as the
state of conservation of many of the elements
made a more intensive overall action impossible.
Once the top layer of dust that covered and
uniformised the surface had been removed, we
had a much clearer view of the actual condition
of the window and of the scope of the alterations.
The next step consisted in mechanically
removing the cement mortar added to the
stonework, in order to avoid both the bad
aesthetic impression they made and the possible
dislodging of stones produced by different
coefficients of contraction and expansion
between materials. The dry mechanical cleaning
process was completed with the removal of
splatters of plaster and other mortars from the
surface. In most cases they were removed with
scalpels, as besides being strongly adhered to
the support, many of these stains were found
on sculpted areas such as the capitals and
chequered patterns.
Chemical cleaning
Once we confirmed that the darkened areas
had suffered no disintegration, we decided to
subject them to a chemical cleaning process.
We should not forget that the belfry window
was inside the enclosure of the Diocesan and
RESCAT
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Regional Museum of Solsona that was open to
the public. Besides other visitors, it welcomed
over three hundred students who followed
the process of conservation and restoration
thanks to an inspired campaign promoted by
the museum, and which made it necessary to
prioritise the use of aqueous cleaning systems.
Several tests were carried out to choose the
best system, combining different products,
concentrations and application methods. The
most effective formula proved to be the use of
a solution made up of 5% ammonium carbonate
and disodium EDTA (1:1) applied with micronised
cellulose fibres during two hours. This solution
succeeded in completely softening the layer
of dirt, which was then brushed and easily
cleaned without producing any negative effect
on the orangey patina that appeared in perfect
state under the dirt.
During the cleaning of the window an
inscription unexpectedly came to light beneath
the layer of dirt. Following the application of
the solution to an area of the surface above
the left window, a pencil inscription of the date
1812 or 1819 (the last number is slightly blurred)
emerged which had probably been written by
a workman who had carried out repairs following
the fire produced during the Spanish War of
Independence.
Biocide treatment
The only area with a biogenic coating that was
seemingly inactive was exceptionally treated
with biocides. First, a blend of ethanol and
deionised water (70:30) was applied with a
paintbrush and the surface was brushed clean
once it had dried. Then the same blend was
applied with a swab and left for twenty-four
hours, when it was removed and the surface was
again brushed clean. This last layer was removed
with a scalpel, as it had become well adhered
to the support.
Consolidation of the support
The consolidation served a double purpose:
on the one hand, to restore the internal strength
of the areas of intergranular disintegration, and
on the other, to restore the strength of the areas
with separation of in the plaque, meteorisation

and fissures. As we were working inside a
museum that received continuous visits, we
chose to use a consolidating product that was
water-based and therefore non-toxic, Nano
Estel, an aqueous colloidal dispersion of nanosized silica (10 to 20 nm), to test on surfaces
of stonework measuring 10 x 10 cm. According
to the technical details, if the concentrated
product is applied, its dry residue content is
30% and as in the case of ethyl silicate, silica
gel begins to be formed after the evaporation of
the water three or four days later. Following the
specifications of the manufacturer, the product
was dissolved in deionised water (30% and 50%)
and successively applied by paintbrush until the
surface was saturated.

GENERIC CLASSIFICATION: architectural element | OBJECT: Belfry window | MATERIAL / TECHNIQUE: Stone
carving | DATE / PERIOD: Twelfth century | DIMENSIONS: Approx. 7.5 x 6 m | LOCATION: Cathedral of St Mary of
Solsona (Solsonès) | CRBMC REGISTRATION No.: 12382 | COORDINATION: Pere Rovira Pons
RESTORATION: Aleix Barberà and Silvia Marín | YEAR OF THE RESTORATION: 2015
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Two angles of the
large window after
its conservation
and restoration.
The phases of
cleaning and
consolidation were
the most visible
and important part
of the project.
Photo: Aleix Barberà

In both cases, the consolidating effect
was obvious, albeit quite superficial. While
no studies yet enable us to determine the
penetrating capacity of this product, as it is
water-based it is probably lower than that of
ethyl silicate. Given that the disintegration of the
support had only produced a superficial effect
(what we discovered was the loss of superficial
particles caused by manual rubbing), the result
obtained was quite satisfactory. In the end, in
order to avoid the accumulation of residues on
the surface, we reduced the concentration of
the product.
Once we had restored the intergranular
soundness of the support, we used hydraulic
mortars to fill the pockets of air and plaques. We
combined natural hydraulic lime, NHL 3.3, with
micronised coarse stone (1:1) and added pigment
to colour the mass, chamfering the edges and
reintegrating the fissures and cracks with
natural lime mortar and a mixture of aggregates
and pigments (1:3) to achieve a neutral tone that
would blend into the colour of the stone. The
mortar was applied with a sponge in order to
highlight the grain and produce a visual vibration
that would harmonise the ensemble.
Treatment of metals
In the area of the crosses we came across
a wrought-iron nail, a historical record to
be preserved in spite of the impossibility of
establishing whether or not it dated back to the
original construction. The light layer of oxides on
the surface was removed using a micro-motor
aluminium brush. The metal was stabilised with
a coat of 3% tannic acid in ethanol water, and
finally by a 3% protective coat of Paraloid B72
in acetone.
Reintegration
The archaeological restoration avoided
recreating volumes and focused strictly on the
work’s conservation needs. In this sense, we
could say that we have treated an architectural
element as if it were a genuine museum piece.
The finish of the joints and of the large areas of
lost material followed the same methodology
as that of the chamfering of edges and filling
of fissures. After carrying out several tests,
as mentioned, we chose a mixture of natural
hydraulic lime NHL 3.5, aggregates and
pigments (1:3) to obtain a tone that would blend
into the ensemble.
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